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Nothing cleans like Citronol

Citronol manufactures hand cleaners, general purpose cleaners, barrier creams and degreasers
for the industrial, commercial and retail markets. We specialise in product formulas that have
industrial cleaning strength, but are still user friendly and biodegradable.

INDUSTRIAL CLEANING POWER

SAFE FOR USERS

BIODEGRADEABLE

SUPER HAND CLEANER (With Grit)

The hardworking silica base formula contains
active cleaners and soft soaps that lift grease
and grime, rich moisturisers that result in softer
hands and a lemon fragrance that leaves the
skin fresh. This has been developed to work
with water to rinse oﬀ dirt.
Industrial cleaning power

Plastic buckets
900g

Plastic Reﬁll

3kg 7.5kg 15kg 30kg

Biodegradable

Disinfectant

Non-ﬂammable

Citrus fragrance

Conform to all SA Health and Safety regulations

3kg
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OTHER PRODUCTS

Super Hand Cleaner Mousse
(Without Grit)

Deluxe Liquid Hand Soap

All Purpose Cleaner

The smooth gel formula contains active cleaners
and soft soaps that li� grease and grime, rich
moisturisers that result in softer hands.

Citronol Deluxe Liquid Hand Soap has been
formulated as a high quality liquid hand soap
for use in industrial, commercial and domestic
bathrooms and kitchens.

The liquid cream formula helps protect
surfaces as you clean to avoid scratches and
is ideal for kitchens, stoves, ovens and other
appliances.

Heavy Duty Degreaser

Mul�-Purpose Cleaner

Premium Dishwash Liquid

The water based degreaser formula can be
used in a wide variety of applications such as
engines, chassis, machinery, ﬂoors and paving.

The liquid soap based formula produces a high
dense foam for cleaning grease and dirt oﬀ
metal, plastic, painted surfaces, marble,
granite, glass, concrete, tiling and other
surfaces.

Citronol Premium Dishwash Liquid has been
formulated as a thick liquid soap for cleaning
cutlery and crockery. It has been developed to
dilute with water.

Pine Gel
The gel based formula contains pine oil that
acts as a natural disinfectant and has a fresh
pine fragrance. It is ideal for cleaning
bathrooms, kitchens and ﬂoors.
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